ABSTRACT. This paper brings together two theories in algebra that have had been extensively developed in recent years. First is the study of various homological dimensions and what information such invariants can give about a ring and its modules. A collection of intermediate C-Gorenstein dimensions is defined and this allows generalizations of results concerning C-Gorenstein dimension and certain Serre-like conditions. Second is the theory of linkage first introduced by Peskine and Szpiro and generalized to modules by Martinskovsky and Strooker. Using the further generalization of module linkage of Nagel, results are proven connecting linkage with these homological dimensions and Serre-like conditions.
1. Introduction. The theory of linkage of ideals was first studied by Peskine and Szpiro [30] . There is a voluminous literature concerning linkage of ideals [30, 26, 34, 21, 22, 25, 18] . Complete intersection and Gorenstein ideal linkage was generalized by Martin [26] to module linkage and extended by Martinskovsky and Strooker [27] using projective presentations. Martinskovsky and Strooker take a projective presentation of an R-module M The linkage introduced by Nagel [28] generalized Gorenstein linkage for ideals even further. This is accomplished by using modules that play a role that is analogous to that played by Gorenstein ideals. Such modules are called quasi-Gorenstein modules. An R-module Q of grade q is quasi-Gorenstein if the following hold: of R-modules where Q is quasi-Gorenstein, q = grade R (Q) = grade R (M ). Then, using the isomorphism α : Q → Ext q R (Q, R), we obtain the following short exact sequence after dualizing 0 Ext
where we write L Q (M ) = im ((ψ) * • α) which is a submodule of Ext q R (K, R). Then one says that two modules M and N are directly linked by Q if L Q (M ) ∼ = N and L Q (N ) ∼ = M. Nagel showed that many of the results concerning Gorenstein ideal linkage generalize to this setting. Our goal in this paper is to show that results following from other types of module linkage also generalize to this setting, allowing for a more unified theory of module linkage. Further, we will move to a linkage involving a more general collection of modules than that of quasi-Gorenstein modules, which will be called C-quasi-Gorenstein modules where C is a semidualizing R-module (Definition 2.1).
state our results. This is done through the study of homological dimensions and their use in considering Serre-like conditions.
The study of homological dimensions can be traced back to the earliest days of homological algebra but the first treatise that impacts this paper is the celebrated "Stable Module Theory" of Auslander and Bridger [1] . They build upon the ideas of projective, flat, and injective dimension by defining G-dimension to characterize Gorenstein rings. Recall that an R-module M is totally reflexive or has Gorenstein dimension zero if the following hold:
(a) M is finitely generated (b) The natural biduality map M → Hom R (Hom R (M, R), R) is an isomorphism (c) Ext One can then define G-dimension of any R-module by resolving the module using totally reflexive modules. There has been considerable focus on generalizing such a construction to characterize other types of rings [8, 19, 3, 12, 9] . However, in this paper we follow a different train of thought.
Over a Noetherian ring R, an R-module C is said to be semidualizing if the natural map R → Hom R (C, C) is an isomorphism and Ext i R (C, C) = 0 for i ≥ 1. One can then "replace" R with C (in the appropriate places) in the definition of Gorenstein dimension zero to define C-Gorenstein dimension zero. This was first explored by Foxby [16] and Golod [17] . Many results generalize nicely to this new dimension, but as briefly noted above, every C-Gorenstein dimension zero module has grade zero and it would help if we could choose what grade they have. Doing this will allow us to choose the grade in which our C-Gorenstein resolutions will sit. We will give a short but illuminating example (Example 2.2) in the next section motivating our construction. We will define an R-module, M, to have G j C -dimension zero as follows:
Definition (2.3). An R-module M of grade j is said to have G j C -dimension zero if the following hold:
Using this definition, one can define new homological dimensions just as was done for C-Gorenstein dimension. Many results about C-Gorenstein dimension generalize in exactly the expected manner. We then use these G j C -dimensions to prove results analogous to those in [10] with regards to generalized Serre conditions and linkage.
We will now discuss the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we define the intermediate C-Gorenstein dimensions by resolving modules using G j C -dimension zero modules. Then we prove results generalizing C-Gorenstein dimension. Specifically, we prove the following
From this one obtains a chain of inequalities
It is natural to ask if these dimensions are simultaneously finite, and we provide that result in Theorem 2.11. Finally, we state an Auslander-Bridger type formula for these dimensions as follows
In Section 3, we follow the ideas of Sadeghi and Dibaei [10] and focus on the connection between certain Serre-like conditions and these homological dimensions. We define a modified Serre-type conditionS g n as follows. An R-module M satisfiesS g n if depth Rp (M p ) + g ≥ min{n, depth(R p )} for all p ∈ Spec(R). If g = 0 this is the conditionS n . We then prove results analogous to those in [10] . The main theorem of this section is the following Theorem (3.7). Let C be a semidualizing R-module, M an R-module with grade R (M ) = g, n ≥ g, and M having locally finite G g C -dimension. Then the following are equivalent:
where D g C M is an Auslander-type dual to M in grade g. This result corresponds to [10, Proposition 2.4]. We end this section by proving that for any R-module, M, in the Auslander class of C with locally finite
In Section 4, we meld together the techniques and ideas from [10] , [27] , and [28] to connect together the theory of module linkage with these homological dimensions and Serre-like conditions. As was stated above, Nagel generalized module linkage by allowing non-projective modules to present M. In particular, he defines module linkage using quasiGorenstein modules, from which we use C-quasi-Gorenstein modules. Then given a surjective map Q → M → 0 where Q is C-quasi-Gorenstein with grade R (Q) = grade R (M ) one can define L Q (M ) as we stated earlier. With this we prove a corresponding result to [27, Theorem 2] Theorem (4.10). An R-module M of grade g is horizontally linked by a C-quasi-Gorenstein R-module Q if and only if M is G Theorem (4.14). Supppose that R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring R with semidualizing module C and M is a G g C -stable R-module of grade g. Let M be in the Auslander class of C and have locally finite G g C -dimension then the following are equivalent:
2. Intermediate C-Gorenstein Dimensions. Throughout this section R will be a Noetherian ring and all R-modules are assumed to be finitely generated. Definitions and results stated without reference or proof can be found in [11, 7, 23, 24, 16] . The goal of this section is to build up a theory of dimensions for modules of different grades which will allow us to generalize results concerning generalized Serre conditions and module linkage. Since we feel that the results concerning these ideas have their own merit we have presented them in this section.
First, we recall the definition of a semidualizing R-module, which were first studied in [16] and [17] Definition 2.1. An R-module C is called semidualizing if the homothety map R → Hom R (C, C) is an isomorphism and Ext
Obvious examples of semidualizing modules are the ring R and the canonical modules ω R of a Cohen-Macaulay ring R. There has been a large body of research into semidualizing modules over rings and their connections with homolgical dimensions, [32, 33, 16, 17] .
For a semidualizing R-module C, we will call
the C-grade of M, denoted by grade C (M ). Note that grade R (M ) = grade C (M ) for any semidualizing R-module C, and so we will stick with grade R (M ). Also we will use
Once again, α C (M ) = α R (M ) for any semidualizing R-module C and so we will use α R (M ). Given an R-module M with grade R (M ) ≥ g, it follows from results in [1] or [14] that there is a natural map
The Gorenstein dimension of a module has been extended to the C-Gorenstein dimension of a module [15] . One of the disadvantages of C-Gorenstein dimension is that the modules that comprise the resolutions sit in grade 0 whereas the module being resolved may not. It is useful to be able to use modules in the same grade as it helps sift out unwanted information and makes proof techniques simpler. We can illustrate this with an example.
Example 2.2. Consider the ring R = k[x, y] where k is an infinite field and let C = R be the semidualizing module and k be the R-module under consideration. We can take a G C -resolution of k as
which is the Koszul complex of k. If we also consider the R-module R/(x), we see that these modules sit in different grades, k in grade 2 and R/(x) in grade 1. If we wanted to consider the R-module Hom R (k, R/(x)), as one often does, we can apply Hom R (−, R/(x)) to the Koszul complex of k. However, it may be simpler instead to consider the following way of representing k :
·y Notice that since R/(x) is of grade 1, both modules presenting k are of grade 1. Then it is much simpler to understand Hom R (k, R/(x)) by using this short exact sequence. In fact, we have
·y which shows that Hom R (k, R/(x)) is the kernel of the right map. This shows that there is an advantage to using representations of modules in higher grades.
Notice that R/(x) as an R-module satisfies
In other words, these conditions are similar to those of G C -dimension zero but for a higher index in Ext.
This motivates the following definition. Definition 2.3. Suppose that C is a semidualizing R-module. We say that an R-module M with grade
We will call the class of all G
. Then just as with C-Gorenstein dimension we can resolve any module with grade greater than or equal to g by modules in G g C and define
Definition 2.4. Suppose that C is a semidualizing R-module and grade R (M ) ≥ j for an R-module M. Given an exact sequence
If M has a G j C -resolution of length n + 1, such as the one above, then we say that the jth intermediate
Note that this agrees exactly with G C -dim R (M ) when j = 0. A question one may have after this definition is if every module has such a resolution. The assumption that grade R (M ) ≥ j was made to provide an affirmative answer to this inquiry. If grade R (M ) ≥ j, then there exists a C-regular sequencex = (x 1 , . . . , x j ) in Ann R (M ). Then there is a natural surjective map from There are analogous results for G j C -dimension to those on G-dimension. We list a few which are necessary for proofs in this paper. The next result is analogous to [7, Lemma 1.1.10].
Proof : Both (a) and (b) are clear by applying Hom R (−, C) and considering the long exact sequence, and (c) follows by the naturality of δ g C (−) and the commutativity of Ext and direct sum.
The next two lemmas will make the proof of the following results shorter.
Proof : Clear by breaking the complex into short exact sequences and applying Hom R (−, C).
Proof : Clear by breaking the complex into short exact sequences.
The next result is analogous to [7, Lemma 1.2.6].
We prove by induction on n. We are done if n = 0, so suppose n = 1 and
By Lemma 2.7 we get the following short exact sequence 0 Ext
By Proposition 2.5 (a) we see that Ext
If we apply Hom R (−, C) to the above short exact sequence we get
and it is then clear using delta
Using these results we get the following theorem about G g C -dimension. Theorem 2.9. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring and C and semidualizing R-module. For a finitely generated R-module M with grade R (M ) ≥ j, the following are equivalent:
Proof : Clearly, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) will imply the last statement.
By Lemma 2.6 we have 0 = Ext
If p ≤ n we are done, and so we may assume that p > n.
. Then by Lemma 2.6 again we have
. Consider a specific G j C -resolution constructed by using projective R/(x)-modules, wherex is a regular C-sequence in Ann R (M ) of length j,
It is then sufficient to prove that S n ∈ G j C if and only if K n ∈ G j C . Since P i is projective (as R/(x)-modules) we get mappings from one complex to the other. Then the result follows by considering the mapping cone and using Proposition 2.5 (a) and (c).
Corollary 2.10. If C is a semidualizing R-module and M is a finitely generated R-module, then
So we get this chain of inequalities
In fact we get the following Theorem 2.11. Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M a finitely generated R-module.
we can convert it into a G C -resolution of M by considering it as a complex over R/(x). As finiteness of G C -dimension is preserved between R and R/(x) whenx is a regular sequence [7, Proposition 1.5.3] we are done by Corollary 2.10.
Corollary 2.12. Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M a finitely generated R-module.
Note that from now on, any assumption about the finiteness of G C -dimension is the same as assuming that any or all of the G i C -dimensions are finite. So in the rest of the results we will use notation that fits the theme of the result. The next result is an Auslander-Bridger formula for these dimensions. 
Modified Serre Conditions and G j C -dimension. We will now recall notation and results from both [10] and [16] to help present the next results. The goal of this section is to provide results concerning Serre-like conditions using these newly developed dimensions. These Serre-like conditions are then used to provide results concerning module linkage.
Given a semidualizing R-module C and a finitely generated R-module M, one can take a projective presentation
and by applying Hom R (−, C) on obtains the exact sequence C) ). In [10] , this is called the C transpose of M with notation Tr C M. Using the notation (−) ∇ = Hom R (−, C), one can write the following exact sequences which arise from the above sequence
Now suppose that grade R (M ) ≥ j. In the same manner we can take a G j C -presentation of M, i.e. a presentation
where M 1 , M 0 ∈ G j C and after applying Ext j R (−, C) we get the exact sequence 0 Ext
which leads to the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M an R-module with grade R (M ) ≥ j. Then there is an exact sequence
Proof : Consider the presentation of M (as above)
Applying Ext j R (−, C) to this and splitting the resulting complex into short exact sequences we get
where γ 1 • γ 0 = α * . Applying Ext j R (−, C) to both of these gives the exact sequences
Then if we consider the following commutative diagram
. Therefore by the Snake Lemma, ker(δ
, where the last isomorphism comes from applying Ext
Lastly, we see from applying Ext
In the same way one obtains a sequence of functors
for any semidualizing R-module C. 
Then there is a long exact sequence
With these results in hand we can begin to introduce Serre-like conditions. Recall that an R-module M satisfies (S n ) if depth Rp (M p ) ≥ min{n, dim(R p )} for p ∈ Spec(R). One says that an R-module N satisfiesS n if depth Rp (N p ) ≥ min{n, depth(R p )} for p ∈ Spec(R). It is natural for us to generalizeS n since we will want to use our AuslanderBridger type formula which uses the depth of R and not the dimension. So, we define the following Definition 3.4 (Generalized Serre Condition). Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M an R-module. We say that M satisfiesS
Note,S g n is always satisfied when n ≤ g. There is a similar generalized condition, (S j n ) for rings which has been shown to preserve many of the same results as for (S n ) [20] . We also make the following definition Definition 3.5. Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M an R-module with grade R (M ) ≥ g. Then we say that
With these definitions we prove Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9, generalizing [10, Proposition 2.4] and [10, Proposition 2.7], respectively. The next proposition helps give intuition as to how these definitions fit together. We show that a module being C g n−g -torsionless is stronger than satisfyingS g n . Proposition 3.6. Let C be a semidualizing R-module and M an R-module with grade R (M ) = g and n ≥ g, then for the following conditions:
Proof : In the following, we assume that n > g as the case n = g is vacuously satisfied.
If we apply Ext
When n − g = 1 we have that M ⊂ Ext (ii) ⇒ (iii) If we take an exact complex
, n − g}. Using Corollary 2.13 we have
and so
We can extend this to an equivalence of statements assuming that the G g C -dimension of M is locally finite. For notational convenience we adopt the following notation
Theorem 3.7. Let C be a semidualizing R-module, M an R-module with grade R (M ) = g, n ≥ g, and M having locally finite G g C −dimension. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof : We have already seen that (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii). We will now show that (iii) ⇒ (iv) and (iv) ⇒ (i).
(iii) ⇒ (iv) Fix i ≥ 1 and a prime p ∈ Spec(R) with depth(R p ) < i + n. Let grade Cp (M p ) = g p . We need to show that Ext gp+i Rp (M p , C p ) = 0. To do this we will show that p / ∈ Supp(Ext gp+i Rp (M p , C p )). Using Corollary 2.13 we have
and since depth(R p ) < i + n we have G 
That is K is C g n−g+1 -torsionless. The result will now follow by the following Lemma.
Proof : From Corollary 3.3 we have the exact sequence
Breaking this into short exacts sequences and looking at the corresponding long exact sequences in Ext gives the desired result.
The following corollary will be useful for proofs in the next sections.
Corollary 3.9. Let C be a semidualizing R-module with locally finite injective dimension, M an R-module with grade R (M ) = g, n ≥ g, Then the following are equivalent:
Then using the exact sequence from Lemma 3.1 and the remark following the lemma we have the following commutative diagram To close this section, we will prove a result that is analogous to [10, Theorem 2.12]. We first need to recall the concept of the Auslander class of a semidualizing module. This module class were defined by Foxby [16] and further developed by Avramov and Foxby in [2] . Definition 3.10. Let C be a semidualizing R-module. The Auslander class with respect to C, A C , consists of all R-modules M satisfying:
So it follows naturally that Ext
Then using [10, Lemma 2.11] we get Proposition 3.11. Let C be a semidualizing R-module, M ∈ A C , grade R (M ) = g, n ≥ g, and M has localy finite G g C −dimension. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof : The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from [10, Lemma 2.11] and that grade
and grade R (M ) = grade C (M ). Note that (i) and (iv) are equivalent from Theorem 3.7 by replacing C with R.
Further note that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent from Corollary 3.9.
4. Module Linkage. Throughtout this section R will be a semiperfect ring. Semiperfect rings are products of commutative local Noetherian rings, and so we do not lose too much generality (with regards to the rest of the paper) in this setting. One of the reasons for choosing such a setting is that in a semiperfect ring every finitely generated module has a projective cover, (see [13] Ch. 18). In fact, we will only need this hypothesis for Proposition 4.8 and the results following it.
The goal of this section is to use intermediate C-Gorenstein dimensions to help extend some results about module linkage that are found in [27, 10] . To repeat what has been said before, given an R-module M of grade zero we can take a projective presentation
and get the following exact sequence
We then set
One can then prove that a module is horizontally linked if and only if it is stable and R 0 1 -torsionless, [27, Theorem 2]. There are many nice results about this linkage and one that we single out is that this linkage preserves C-Gorenstein dimension zero. This is completely expected as this linkage was constructed to emulate complete intersection ideal linkage. We also reiterate the more general notion of module linkage, due to Nagel (see [28] ).
Given a semidualizing R-module C, an R-module Q is said to be C-quasi-Gorenstein if Q ∈ G grade R (Q) C and there is some isomorphism α : Q → Ext have nice properties [29, 4, 5, 28] . Given a C-quasi-Gorenstein module Q of grade g we will denote by Epi(Q) the set of all R-module homomorphisms
is an isomorphism, then we can construct a short exact sequence from the long sequence above as
where L Q (ϕ) = ψ • α.
Definition 4.1. We say that M and N are directly linked by the C-quasi-Gorenstein module Q if there are ϕ, ψ ∈ Epi(Q) such that
It may not immediately be apparent that this is a generalization of the module linkage of Martsinkovsky and Strooker.
If one restricts the quasi-Gorenstein modules by which one is allowed to be link itbecomes clear, see [28, Remark 3.20] . We will also say that M and N are in the same linkage class if they are linked together by a chain of direct links.
With these definitions and results presented above it is easy to ask when we would run across rings with semidualizing modules C such that there are nontrivial C-quasi-Gorenstein modules. Then the results that follow would be useful as they would give information about such modules that was not previously apparent.
The following construction which is an extension of the ideas of [31] allows one to build a family of such rings. 
Then R is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring which is not Gorenstein. It is clear then that R is a free k-module. R has two semidualizing modules, R and ω R = Hom k (R, k). In fact, ω R is dualizing and ω R ∼ = R.
Clearly, R is an R-quasi-Gorenstein module. It is then straightforward to see that k is a ω R -quasi-Gorenstein module as
Therefore, one has that R is an ω R -quasi-Gorenstein module, as R is a free k-module of rank 3. Therefore k and R are directly linked by the ω R -quasi-Gorenstein module k ⊕ R. However, k is not an R-quasi-Gorenstein module and so it is not easy to see if k and R are linked using some R-quasi-Gorenstein module. Thus, k and R may not be directly linked through some R-quasi-Gorenstein module, but they are through some ω R -quasi-Gorenstein module. So we can see that the extension of linkage to semidualizing modules has given new information about linkage classes. Now, if we take (R, m, k) as above and construct S = R[U, V ]/(U, V ) 2 (just as R is constructed above) then S is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with residue field k. Then S has four distinct semidualizing modules
In fact, ω S is dualizing and ω S ∼ = S. Once again, using S-quasi-Gorenstein modules it is not clear if S, R, and k are directly linked to each other. However, R is a C 1 -quasi-Gorenstein module as
and k is a ω S -quasi-Gorenstein module as
Then, as S is a free R-module (of rank 3) we have that S and R are directly linked by the C 1 -quasi-Gorenstein module S ⊕ R. Further, S is a free k-module (of rank 9) and so S and k are directly linked by the ω S -quasi-Gorenstein module S ⊕ k. As above, R and k are directly linked as well.
One could continue such a construction and obtain a ring with 2 n distinct semidualizing modules for any n. The idea to take away from this example is that by using different semidualizing modules for linkage one to shift between the linkage classes of modules. So in what follows we are not only presenting new results concering linkage of modules but also presenting it in a way that concerns all such linkage classes with different semidualizing modules.
We will now use the notation L Q (M ) = im L Q (ϕ) where ϕ ∈ Epi(Q) and im ϕ = M. Note that M is not necessarily directly linked to L Q (M ). Nevertheless, we will call L Q (M ) the first link of M by Q. The following will begin to illuminate some interactions between linkage and G g C -dimension.
Proof : We have the short exact sequence 0 ker ϕ Q M 0 ϕ which induces the short exact sequence
From the first sequence we see that ker ϕ ∈ G 
What is happening here is we are emulating the same idea as other linkage theories, but by considering a different "presentation" of M we get different information about the links. Since we are using a linking module of the same grade as our module, we can expect the linkage to preserve these types of properties. In fact it is easily seen that the grade is preserved. We will follow the ideas in [27] to develop some properties of modules in G g C under linkage.
Definition 4.5. We will say that M is G g C -stable if it has no summands in G g C .
Definition 4.6. Suppose that M is an R-module of grade g and ϕ ∈ Epi(Q) with im (ϕ) = M. We say that M is
It is implied in the definition that Q is a C-quasi-Gorenstein module. Now consider a G g C -stable module M with M = im (ϕ), ϕ ∈ Epi(Q) and α : Q → Ext g R (Q, C) an isomorphism. We can then dualize
By dualizing once again we get 
. This is summarized in the following result
Q (M ) and we have a short exact sequence
We see that for a G 
which must be an isomorphism. Thus P = 0.
These results lead to the characterization of horizontally-linked modules 
With this result in hand, we now turn to understanding how module linkage and G g C -dimension are related. We will prove Proposition 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 which are generalizations of Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.8 in [10] , respectively. First, recall the Local Duality Theorem [6, Corollary 3.5.9] Theorem 4.11. Let (R, m, k) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d with a canonical module ω R . Then for all finitely generated R-modules M and all integers i there exists natural isomorphism
where E R (k) is the injective envelope of k.
At this point we relate the local cohomology of M ⊗ R ω R in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring to properties of the first link of M. Proof : This is clear using Proposition 4.12 and Local Duality.
Using Proposition 3.11 and Theorem 4.10 we get the following generalization of Corollary 2.14 in [10] . Theorem 4.14. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, C a semidualizing R-module, and M a G g C -stable R-module with grade R (M ) = g. Suppose that n ≥ g, M ∈ A C , and the G As a closing remark, we will relate this summary to ideal linkage. An important notion in ideal linkage is that of being in the linkage class of a complete intersection (licci). This is analogous to being in the linkage class of an R-quasi-Gorenstein module in module linkage. So the result above gives information not only about modules which are linked through the canonical module ω R but also about licci ideals.
